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Seidor Instant Smart value for Electronic Goods

Vendors of capital goods for industrial or consumer product manufacturing applications often face the uncertainty of not
being aware of the real condition of their machinery. Faced with the failure of a machine, the assistance from the technical
service becomes essential, which often involves dispatching support technicians multiple times for a correct diagnosis. This
could involve production halts that would lead to increased costs and, ultimately, customer frustration.
Seidor’s “Instant Smart value for Electronic Goods” packaged solution enables you to anticipate eventual failures and/or
breakdowns and accurately identify any potential anomaly.

How does it work?

Benefits:

• It uses sensors to measure different parameters of
each machine to derive performance data.

• Anticipating potential production shutdowns through
preventive diagnosis.

• It transmits data through SAP’s cloud and gets realtime information.

• Quickly fixing any incident thanks to the data provided
by the system.

• The system raises alerts for the early detection of any
anomaly.

• Accurately knowing the condition of your equipment
anytime, anywhere.

Instant SMART Value for Electronic Goods is developed
over SAP’s Cloud Platform by using SAP Leonardo
technology, thus ensuring full integration with your
systems.

• Dramatically improving SLAs and product warranties,
reaching the “100% uptime” target.
• Peace of mind of knowing that the solution has been
deployed worldwide in multiple industries.

Product Pricing / one shot
from $ 52.000
• SAP licenses implementation period.
• Seidor product licenses.
• Installation and configuration.
• Basic personalization.

Why Seidor?
Seidor is a multinational consulting firm in the
technology sector offering a wide range of solutions
and services, including consulting, infrastructure
services, implementation, development and
maintenance of applications, and outsourcing
services. With a total turnover of €375 million in
2017 and a workforce made up of more than 4,000
highly qualified professionals, Seidor has a direct
presence on five continents: Europe, Latin America,
the United States, the Middle East, and Africa.
Trusting Seidor is betting on one of the largest
SAP partners worldwide focused on offering
wide experience in the implementation of IoT
and Cloud solutions.

Seidor, technology to boost your business.

• Engieneering architect fixed day consulting.

more information

Product Pricing / monthly pricing
from $ 2.220
• Product support.
• Basic monitoring.
• News version rights.
• Customer extensions fixed days.
• SAP Cloud Platform licenses not included.

more information
These are average from pricing based on previous
experiences. Prices may vary depending on the complexity
and particularities of each case.
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